New Congress Sworn In

Fr. Cunningham Elected Man of the Year

by Steve Fanning

The 1970-71 Providence College Student Congress held its final meeting on Monday evening, April 26. In addition to the swearing-in of new officers and congressmen, the main order of business centered around the Congress' selection of its annual Man of the Year, Non-Congressman of the Year, and Congressman of the Year.

The Rev. John F. Cunningham, O.P., was chosen, from a field of outstanding nominees, as this year's recipient of the Man of the Year Award. Various recommendations of the committee: "A person with vision," are the words used by Mr. Hadlock to describe the primary qualification which the next president should possess. He views the next president not only as a peace maker but also as a man sensitive to the various factions of the college. He warns the next president against aligning with one faction of the community as it would be detrimental to the process of improving Providence College.

While the classes of '72, '73, and '74 should be the same as that stated for the class of '75, e.g. discretion should be given to each department to determine

(Continued on Page 2)

Although not totally opposed to the concept of the proposal, Mr. Hadlock remarked that it was rather poorly written and severely limited in scope. Citing examples at other colleges Mr. Hadlock felt that a college council should not limit itself to merely vetting presidential decisions. Rather a college council, representative of the various factions of the college, should get involved with a wide range of academic as well as non-academic areas.

During his recent stay on campus, Mr. Hadlock made use of his opportunity to talk with students as well as faculty and administrators. He is very disturbed by the apparent atmosphere of distrust between the various elements of the college. Mr. Hadlock was also distressed by the apparent atmosphere of distrust between the various elements of the college.

A person with vision, " are the words used by Mr. Hadlock to describe the primary qualification which the next president should possess. He views the next president not only as a peace maker but also as a man sensitive to the various factions of the college. He warns the next president against aligning with one faction of the community as it would be detrimental to the process of improving Providence College.

New Congress Executive Board from L to R Jose Carreiro, Treas., Tom Turski V.P., Bernard McKay Sec., Paul Whalen, Social Chair, Mike Troy, Pres.

Hadlock, Distressed but Hopeful

Possibly the most progressive and far-sighted member of the Corporation, Charles Hadlock, at the age of 23, has some definite suggestions concerning student life at Providence College. During an interview, this youthful, and even younger looking professor of Mathematics at Amherst College touched on a wide range of topics.

"Tag Day" Crucial For Big Brothers' Success

Tag Day, the college's official give-a-little-to-the-other-guy-day, has been designated for tomorrow, April 29 by the Big Brothers. Approximately fifty canisters will always be available for everyone who wants to contribute to the happiness of 125 boys at the Rhode Island Children Center. The Big Brothers will be collecting money for the program next year.

Grace, Dr. Robert Grace, Mr. Hadlock and Jerry Ramos

The committee in session for two weeks and at the fourth meeting the final recommendations were decided upon.

The following are the recommendations of the committee:

1) That any adaptations be made within the 120 credit requirement.

2) Any upperclassman who wishes to go, may take the new Western Civilization Program. This program is to be made for this on an individual basis.

3) The list of electives which may be chosen will be enlarged in the second year literature requirement (e.g., English 211-212, English 205-206) should be expanded so as to include courses offered by other departments and programs (e.g., courses in literature offered by the Department of Modern Languages).

4) The language requirement for the Classes of '72, '73, and '74 should be the same as that stated for the class of '75, e.g., discretion should be given to each department to determine
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Come by M. Sullivan

Curriculum Committee Initiates Reforms

by Jose Carreiro

In compliance with a motion made in the Student Congress and last approved on an individual basis by the Faculty Senate, an ad hoc committee was formed to study the possibility of implementing parts of the NEW FOUR COURSE CURRICULUM into the present curriculum. The committee consisted of Fr. Thomas R. Peterson, Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, representing the Administration; Three Faculty members, Dr. Mark Heath, Fr. Michael James and Mr. Richard Grace, and three students, Michael Troy, Michael Donohue, and myself.

The committee was in session for two weeks and at the fourth meeting the final recommendations were decided upon.

The following are the recommendations of the committee:

1) That any adaptations be made within the 120 credit requirement.

2) Any upperclassman who wishes to go, may take the new Western Civilization Program. This program is to be made for this on an individual basis.

3) The list of electives which may be chosen will be enlarged in the second year literature requirement (e.g., English 211-212, English 205-206) should be expanded so as to include courses offered by other departments and programs (e.g., courses in literature offered by the Department of Modern Languages).

4) The language requirement for the Classes of '72, '73, and '74 should be the same as that stated for the class of '75, e.g., discretion should be given to each department to determine
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Vietnam Veteran New Head of ROTC

by Denis Kelly

On the 20th of April, 1971, Lieutenant Colonel Romeo J. Larochelle assumed the position of Chairman of the Military Science Department. For three years, that office has been held by Lieutenant Colonel Gideon Heveron. Colonel Heveron retired on March 30, after twenty years of military service, and has, enrolled at P.C. to continue on his Master's degree.

Colonel Larochelle is a New Englander. He was raised in New Hampshire, and attended the University of New Hampshire, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology. He is a product of ROTC. Colonel Larochelle has previously served two tours in Vietnam and for two years prior to his present three year tour here at Providence College, he was with the American Embassy Command at Ft. Belvoir in Virginia. He served as Chief of Operations and Security while there. He has received, among other awards, the Combat Infantryman's Badge, the Legion of Merit, the Meritorious Service Medal, the Bronze Star Medal, the Army Commendation Medals.

Talking about his views about ROTC, he said, "In a society where freedom of choice within that society is important, that Providence College has an ROTC program is indicative of the importance that the college places on providing their students a voluntary program for those who are interested in ROTC." He feels that in keeping with a democratic society that such a program is available to those who want it. He does not intend to coerce anyone into joining, nor does he intend to carry on a sales campaign, but rather allow the students to partake of this opportunity on their own, not hearsay. "I will try to get to each student, particularly the incoming Freshman class, with the pure facts about the ROTC program: what it means to them and what would be expected of them when they enroll."

Colonel Larochelle can see ROTC as producing perhaps the best officers in the military because it is necessarily involved with more civilianized personnel, people more sensitive to our society.

He considers it an honor and a pleasure to be at Providence College and associated with ROTC.

Ping Pong Diplomacy

by Mike Donahue

Asking the question, "Is the new page in Chinese-American relations a short story or a novel?" Dr. Donald Zagoria of Hunter College discussed Ping Pong diplomacy and its effect on Chinese American relations in a Political Science colloquium last Wednesday.

Zagoria, an expert in Soviet affairs, spoke as part of the Political Science Department's Distinguished Speaker Series funded by the National Science Foundation. He began his address by stating that the major problem in Communist Chinese-American relations is Taiwan. He emphasized, "The single problem is the Taiwan (Nationalist China) problem."

From here Dr. Zagoria spoke on the historical aspect of the Taiwan problem discussed by Soviet officials in meeting Western officials. He stated, "I believe the solution is in 1909 with the help of Kaiser Wilhelm. He also stated that the Communists have strong legal ties with Taiwan. The current administration to Taiwan lies in a Mutual Defense Treaty. We have also in the past twenty years given Nationalist China under Chang Kai Shek, three billion dollars in Economic and Military Aid. This is the largest amount per capita of our aid given anywhere in the world.

On the question of Peking in the U.S., Dr. Zagoria stated that, "Peking will be voted into the Security Council and the General Assembly next year and Taiwan will be rejected. The U.S. will make it difficult for China to get in but no longer can it forbid it."

This may give Peking sovereignty over Taiwan. The American defense of Taiwan will resemble a Chinese claim to California.

The history of the problem of two China's in American Foreign policy was Dr. Zagoria's next topic and he traced the dilemmas of Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Johnson and Nixon and the influence of the 'China Lobby'. "But now," he added, "Nixon can change the traditional policy toward China because he is interested in charges of his being soft on Communism.

Perhaps the most pressing issue today is to recognize only one China. Taiwan is a puppet government of Japan. Dr. Zagoria pointed out the alternatives. The U.S. has no influence over China. It could be a situation that could be done would be to support an independent Taiwan but it would be rejected by Peking as being the same as a client state.

Another alternative would be to recognize only one China, the one under the leadership of the U.S."

"China will not accept, 1) a Taiwan separated from the main- land. 2) A Taiwan used as a military base, and 3) A Taiwan that is a puppet government of Japan or the U.S."

Dr. Zagoria closed by saying that, "the Chinese are not so much interested in territory as they are in their security.
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Providence College. This year, Charles Barkowski '71 was selected for his outstanding work as vice-president of the Carolina Club and for his "immense service" to the student body in his handling of Alumni Evaluation. Other nominees included Tom Connelly, Ted Wysocki, and Ray Sickenger.

Bill Baker '71 was selected as this year's Congressman of the Year. Baker's fellow Congressman honored him for the excellent job he did as this year's Congressman and for his total dependability and willingness to work. Particularly emphasized was Baker's "behind the scenes" work which all too often went unnoticed and uncredited. Other nominees included Joseph Bonacorso, Steve Cullinan, Paul Jones, Barry Dixon and Tom Turski.

Curriculum Reforms

(Continued from Page 1)

the language requirements for its own majors.

5) To provide some flexibility, the Committee recommends the following adaptations in regard to the areas of Philosophy, Religious Studies, and Social Studies.

A student who wishes to do so, may choose to three to six hours in Social Studies courses in place of the fifth course in Philosophy and/or the fifth course in Religious Studies. Students already in a Social Studies concentration would be required to select the Social Studies courses referred to above from Social Studies courses in areas other than that of their concentration.

The above recommendations were then sent to all departments for their comments and for a list of electives that they would like to offer. When these lists are complete it is up to the Faculty Senate to act quickly so that the pre-registration deadline may be met.
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Kevin D. McCormick

Gabriel, bring your trumpet

(This item was sent to me by my father after he had received it by way of The San Francisco Chronicle. I thought it worth sharing with you — K.D. McCormick)

Scene: The summit of Mt. Sinai.

Time: The present.

Moses holding the stone tablets in his hand enters nervously.

Moses: Sorry to bother you again, Sir. But I'm afraid we need another revision in the original copy. The Lord: (With a sigh): Another? What now?

Moses: Well, Sir, it's where you say here, "Thou Shalt Not Kill."

The Lord: But see here, "Thou Shalt Not Kill." What now?

Moses: Oh, all theologians agree on the definition of an unborn child.

The Lord: (Puzzled): But why would anyone want to kill an unborn child?

Moses: Primarily, Sir, on the chance that it might emerge deformed.

The Lord: In that case, why don't they wait to see whether it is before they kill it?

Moses: Oh, all theologians oppose killing children before they are born. Except of course, at a distance of more than 500 yards. The Lord: Why 500 yards?

Moses: In wartime, Sir, it is a terrible thing to kill another with a rifle bullet and an atrocity to do so with a bayonet. But all recognized theologians agree that it is permissible, if regrettable, to blow them up with high explosives or incinerate them with jellied gasoline, as long as it is dropped from an airplane or fired from an artillery piece — particularly, the Christians feel, if you do so to save them from Godless Communism.

The Lord: I suppose it does do that.

Moses: Of course, once a male child reaches the age of 18 he may be killed in virtually any fashion on the battlefield except with poison gas. The use of poison gas in war, all the theologians agree, is the greatest atrocity.

The Lord: Then where do they use it?

Moses: Only in State operated gas chambers. It is used there, with the approval of the theologians, because it is the most humane way to kill people.

The Lord: But if it's the most humane ... Never mind. Is that all?

Moses: I almost overlooked germ warfare. It is also unconscionable to save people from Godless Communism by inflicting them with fatal sickness — except radiation sickness which causes a lingering and painful death.

The Lord: (Shaking His head): Moses, I don't know what to do with you. Moses: (Briskly): Well, first off, Sir, I'd suggest setting aside a five-mile section of the Pasadena Freeway.

The Lord: Whatever for?

Moses: You certainly are not going to get all that on two stone tablets, Sir. Now, I've got a rough draft here of an effective compromise that should mollify all factions. It begins: "Thou shalt not kill any person between the ages of minus four months (see Appendix) and 18 years (asterisk) at a distance of less than 500 yards (see Footnote 7a, Chapter Three) of any following three.

The Lord: (In measured tones): Never mind. Moses, I have a better idea. Gabriel, Gabriel, come here. And bring your trumpet.

Your mother loves you, no matter what.

Send her a Big Hug bouquet right now, and make Mother's Day last longer. Delivered almost anywhere in the country. A special gift for a special mother. Yours $0.00.

Send her the FTD Big Hug bouquet early.

Frosh. Please Read!

An assembly has been scheduled for Harkins Hall at 1:30 on 5 May with departmental seminars to be conducted on 6 and 7 May (schedule enclosed). freshmen who cut classes to attend a seminar may pick up excuse slips from the Dean's Office representative at the seminar which will excuse them from classes held during that time period. Attendance at the assembly is required and students should attend a seminar that sincerely interests them. The reason for required attendance at the assembly is that it is here that the technical aspects of Pre-Registration are explained and because the students know how the system works and how they are to use it for their own benefit.

HEINDRICKEN -- FEST SATURDAY, MAY 1 1-5 Singles, Girl's School Beer Johnathan Edwards Gay Nineties 8-1 Couples Only -- Beer Big Banjo Band Tickets In Cafe
Recently, a group of Black students with the support of the Afro-American Society, provided the Administration with a list of demands which they felt would ease the assimilation of Black students into the predominantly White student body. These Black students believe that by the passage of these demands, both Black students and White students will be able to understand one another’s culture and benefit from each others presence on campus. The Cowl agrees and strongly supports these demands which will be enumerated below in principle. This support is not given as a token gesture, but as an attempt to reach out and understand the problems which face the Black student body and aid them in making Providence College a worthwhile experience for Blacks and other minority groups.

The first of the demands is that the Student Congress turn over all student activity funds paid by Black students to the Afro American Society. Since many of the activities on campus do not relate or appeal to Black students, the Cowl can agree with this demand, but we feel that a total turnover of activity fee funds would deprive the Black student body of the activities to which they can relate; such as, movies, the coffee house, future concerts, etc. The Cowl would strongly support a request which calls for a great increase in the appropriation to the Afro American Society. This increase should be as high as two thirds of the funds collected from Black students.

The second demand is that the College provide a Black financial aid advisor and recruiter. The rationale behind this demand is that, “Due to Providence College’s white recruiters’ inability to relate to the black applicant, and his or her inability to explain the true Black situation and environmental pressures which await the black applicant, we the Black students ask that a full time recruiter and financial aid officer be installed here at Providence College.” The Cowl sees merit in this request. Due to the well known failure of admissions offices at small private institutions across the country to recruit minority groups, many qualified black students have been overlooked in the shuffle and narrow recruitment policies. The Cowl feels that a Black recruiter-financial aid officer would be able to augment the Black student body by selling Providence College to the Black community. He or she would also be in a position to supply a comprehensive and personalized picture of what the college can offer a Black student.

The third demand is that a minimum of ten percent of the student body and faculty respectively be Black within the next five years. The Cowl supports this as a means of creating a more heterogeneous community. Providence College has too long been a community of personalities from the same social and economic background. By making this ten percent policy a reality, Providence College would be a much more enriching experience for its student body and for the Providence Community at large.

There are also other demands which the Black students presented to the administration; such as, representation on the admissions board, expansion of pass-fail courses, and a waiver of application fees. The Cowl would like to see an expansion in these areas not only for Blacks, but for all students who have need for such innovations.

The Cowl urges the administration, student congress and faculty senate to act favorably to the first three demands. As for the demands mentioned briefly, the Cowl urges the administration to initiate broad discussion on the benefits of such programs for students and the possible future ramifications.

**REGISTER NOW**

Voting is an alternative to and yet a partner with Civil Disobedience. We can use it for our benefit. We can show satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the politicians and their policies through the ballot box. As newly enfranchised voters, we hold a little used potential to change and to make the politicians listen to us. If we vote, they must listen and take some action. A look at the recent demonstrations in Berkley bear out this argument.

Voting is a right which cannot be taken from you unless you commit a felony or some other illegal action of a serious nature. Alone or along with civil disobedience in its many forms we can change national and local policies and priorities.

You can vote only if you register. Register with the Register of voters in your city or town. It only takes a few minutes and causes very little inconvenience.

Use this right. It is impossible to lose by using your Register Now.
Bernard F. McKay

_A Fable For Our Time_

In the lapse between 1962 and the present date, a lot of people believe that they see a marked change in the character of Richard Milhous Nixon. I, however, am one of those who think that Nixon has not really changed in any substantive way, and that the subject of the story can be told as part of my continuing study of the Nixon-Agnew administration.

I have come to the conclusion that there is a rich tapestry of tales, with the truly great in the history of this country - _General George Armstrong Custer_, _Thomas Jefferson_, _John Adams_, _Andrew Jackson_, _Abraham Lincoln_, and _Admiral David Farragut_. But there is also a rich one in the history of this country - _General George Armstrong Custer_, _Thomas Jefferson_, _John Adams_, _Andrew Jackson_, _Abraham Lincoln_, and _Admiral David Farragut_. But there is also a rich one in the history of this country.

"Peter Christopher"

_Sanhé as a duty) in securing the story itself is strangely familiar. The story is often a strange one. It was long ago. It was in the State. It was Andronicus. Now, the colony had appeased the ants, although an Andronicus became the colony for a time. He weathered the storm rather well, and his reputation grew across the country.
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**Letter to the Editor...**

**Censorship**

**Dear Editor:**

In the March 31, 1971 issue of the Cowl, an article titled “Demonstrational Soapbox” was written. Upon reading this it made me sick. The quotations and excerpts of Mike Troy’s comments were eradicated.

In further investigations of why these important statements were missing, you replied that Mike Troy’s essay was sent to print. According to you it seemed that Mike felt he was misquoted and you then took away facts which Cowl readers should have been aware of.

In closing it is hoped that such editing and tampering will cease in the future especially by those who are not in a position to do so. Let those with complaints utilize the proper channels, that being a letter to the editor.

**Dear Editor:**

The enthusiastic author who wrote that “The possibilities and the scope of collective action are enormous and only limited by one’s imagination,” is bound to end up a frustrated and embittered individual. His suggestion was to be seriously accepted. The author of the article Mike Troy was not educated to understand his problems. I do not complain because this was an envious individual.

Whites create problems to make them understand my problems. I am angry because my mental attitude is changing. I begin to get mad and curse. When the game is over everyone is angry and depressed then they were when we started.

I am a black student at Providence College and I am angry. I am angry because my mental attitude is changing. I begin to get mad and curse. When the game is over everyone is angry and depressed then they were when we started.
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The Providence College baseball team is currently sporting a far from spectacular 2-6 record. Youth and inexperience seem to be the Friars' plague. After losing eleven seniors via graduation last year, including five pitchers, it is easy to see why.

Last year's record of 11-7 gained the Friars a berth in the Eastern NCAA regionals, but the Friars dropped a 7-2 decision to Dartmouth and consequently were shutout of the Continuation playoffs. Most of last year's team was the same that gained a berth in the 1968 regionals.

Coach Ales Nahajian hopes this year's team can jell and become a playoff contender. If not, the experience the younger players are receiving will prove to be very valuable in the future years.

Judging from their performance thus far, the baseball team should have a season near the .500 percentage mark. If the pitching of Gary Lewis, Jack Scanlon, and Kevin Schenck continues to improve the diamondmen may fair well. The hitting of Captain Bob Roche, George Ferron, and Yankee Conference Champs.

The Providence College basketball team which won the Fribourg Championship.

PC Wins Fribourg Games;

Our Friars representatives in Fribourg Basketball Championship repeated Mr. Laurent Gouise, Director of the Providence College basketball team. They received a beautiful silver trophy.

Our Friars representatives in Fribourg Basketball Championship repeated the 1970 edition of the Providence College golf team, under the direction of Joe Prisco, is thus far a winning story, with a 3-5 record.

The Friar linksmen recently posted a pair of key victories by downing Worcester Tech 4 1/2 to 1 1/2, and Bentley College 6-1, in a triangular match. Led by Senior Joe Ferro, who shot a round of 75, the Friars broke above the .500 mark for the season.

The Friar linksmen had defeated three days earlier Nichols College 6-1. Bill Connell and John Lonergan both posted rounds of 75 to lead the Friars. In the feature match, Captain Andy Campopiano was defeated by Lou Zimski 4 and 3.


The Friars opened the season by defeating St. Anselm's 3-2 and Assumption College 4 1/2 to 1/2. Bill Connell, Joe Ferro and John Lonergan each won both of their matches in the triangular competition.

In the battle for state golf supremacy, the Friars dropped games to the University of Rhode Island 5-2 and Brown University 4-3 at the Point Judith Country Club. Junie Ferro dropped the longest match of the day on the 21st hole to Andy Robertson of Brown.

The University of Connecticut edged the Friars at the Metacomet Country Club 4-3.

The turning point in the match was when the Huskies' Bob Day parred the 19th hole to defeat Joe La Fausi to capture the team win.

The Friars Captain Andy Campopiano posted the best round of the day in the UConn match with a 72.

The Friars have three single matches left in the season, along with three triangular matches, with only three triangular matches to be played on home courses, Pawtucket C.C. and Kirkbrae C.C.

Coach Prisco hopes Andy Campopiano, Bill Connell, Joe Ferro, Joe La Fausi and John Lonergan keep improving in their play, and also prepare for the New England Golf Championships May 6th and 7th.
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Friar Nine's Record Only 2-8 Tough Foes For Friar 9

by ED PAGLIA

Springfield College scored two runs in the top of the first inning without getting a base hit and went on to defeat the P.C. Friars, 5-3, last Monday. The Eagles of Boston College took the measure of Providence Sunday, 4-2, on a four-run seventh inning rally.

Three base hits, a nine-run game, a passed ball, and a sacrificial bunt were the key components of a game from Springfield two runs before the game was an inning old. The Friars are in no position to be donating runs when base hit. The Eagles were on the way to their four-run seventh inning rally on a fielder's choice, and tied the game at 2-all in the third.

George Mello got the Friars first hit of the afternoon on a clean single with one out in the third. He took second on a walk and then went to third when Springfield's pitcher threw wildly into centerfield on an attempted pickoff. No. 9's base-hit drove in the tying run.

John Scanlan, who replaced starting pitcher no. 21 in the third inning, pitched himself out of the game, giving up one run. Two runners crossed the plate before Lewis was replaced by Don Brennan.

Two walks and a sacrifice fly put runners on first and third with one out in the fourth. Springfield's pitcher drilled a double down the leftfield line driving in one run. A walk loaded the bases, but then a strikeout and a groundout to first ended the threat. The third baseman's throw to first was late and off the mark. One out later, Bailey's bases Loaded, a fly to the outfield, and a groundout to first ended the inning.

The top hitters from last year's team are graduated leaving only two hitte who can produce less than two a game. The Eagles were on their way to their second run of the inning on a fielder's choice, and tied the game at 2-all in the third.

Tom Amonti relinquished late inning pressure to the mound. He walked eight. But he was big strikeout when he needed it. The top hitters from lost year's team are graduated leaving only two hitters who can produce less than two a game. The Eagles were on their way to their second run of the inning on a fielder's choice, and tied the game at 2-all in the third.
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